UMASS DARTMOUTH ELECTRONIC MEDIA LAB
DESIGN DEPARTMENT

EPSON PRO 9800 COLOR PRINT REQUEST

DATE _____________________

IDENTITY

NAME __________________________________________

LOCAL PHONE # _____________________________________________________________

CLASS TITLE ________________________________________________________________

PROFESSOR ________________________________________________________________

PRICE = $ .03 PER SQUARE INCH - NO CHARGE FOR "BUMP SPACE"

HOW TO CALCULATE SQUARE INCHES: length x width = square inches.
Take the sum of square inches and multiply it by .03  For example:  30”w x 44” long = 1320
square inches.  1320 x .03  = $39.60

NUMBER OF SQUARE INCHES ________ X $.03 = ________

NUMBER OF SQUARE INCHES ________ X $.03 = ________

GRAND TOTAL $ ________

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS: Please stay by your print while it is printing to ensure all is well. Also
be sure you have enough in your masspass account to pay for the print because the lab CAN-
NOT accept cash, credit card or check. No print may be taken from the lab unless it has been
paid for.

CHECK HERE IF NOT CHARGED ________
REASON WHY ____________________________